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Introduction/Note from the Eds 

  
              Welcome to the fourth edition of the Zine.  We've introduced a number of major changes in 
this edition that resulted in a great deal more last-minute work than we expected, but we think our 
readers will enjoy the appearance and content a bit better now. 

                  We've switched from relying primarily on word-processing programs and PDF creating 
programs to page layout programs like Adobe InDesign, which has resulted in a great deal more 
graphical styles that previously were plain text.  We'd love to hear your feedback (constructive or 
otherwise) on the new style, so that we can best determine how to evolve this project. 

                    This edition features some serial writers who are producing multi-part stories, so we're 
all excited about seeing how these possibilities develop.  Our email inbox is full of creative authors 
sending us their work, so we've already got our jobs cut out for us for the next edition.   The Zine 
always wants to encourage anyone and everyone with a creative spark to submit their work - we'd 
love to read it!  Please don't hesitate to provide your own material, whether you want your name 
attached to it  or not.  Most importantly, we encourage our readers to provide real feedback -  the 
authors are looking for people to guide them in improving their writing skills and abilities. 

                    The Zine would also like to welcome a number of contributing editors who have devoted 
a great deal of time and effort to the Zine, including (but not limited to) rick_d and Mr. Monkeyman, 
so they deserve your praise (and, knowing Anon, endless amounts of spite and reaction images).  
Please keep up the good writing, and we'll try to keep up the publishing!

  

Updates 
We have an IRC channel. 
Server: irc.freenode.net 
Room: #ZWG 
  
              Most of the writers now have a page on the wiki.  On the left hand side, under contributors 
you can find their pages.  Most of these contain contact info, so if you would like to provide direct 
feedback, that is the way to do it.  There are also vague descriptions for some of them which you may 
find interesting. 
  
              We are still searching for artists who would be interested in providing illustrations to be co-
released with submissions each issue. 
  
              To keep this edition condensed, several submissions originally planned to be added this 
issue have been pushed back to our fifth issue.  This  does not  mean we have turned down your 
submission; we have emailed the authors of those submissions which we have turned down. 
  

http://irc.freenode.net/
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Bridge
By Captain Carlin

“I still remember when you first cursed my father. Only seven years old and having 
had an exceptionally bad day, you ran through the school gates, right to the top of the bridge, 
pointed your middle finger at him then blamed him for everything and demanded he fought 
you.”

 “And then the rest of my school days were absolute hell.”

 “That had very little to do with my dad though. In fact, you probably made things 
worse by avoiding him. Not that he really minded, to be honest. He gets that all the time, 
although rarely from people as young and melodramatic as you were.”

 “Of course. I realized this when I was 8 or 9, but I can still never trust someone like 
him.”

 My friend smirked at this remark, and sat down on the swing next to me. It had been a 
long time since we last met, right here in this very park – a bridge away from my old school 
and a mere ten minutes walk from my old home. “I know how you feel more than anyone. I 
had to sacrifice so much for him. I never even found out exactly why it was all necessary, it 
was just, well... he made me, you know? He was the reason I was alive, the reason I could do 
everything in my power to help others and live without regrets. It was only right, the one time 
he asks for me to make a huge sacrifice, that I do so.”

 “Did everything turn out the way he wanted it to? 'Cause if this is exactly what he 
wanted... then I hate him even more.”

 “You know I love you, but you can be a selfish, whiny ass sometimes.”

 Taken aback by this uncharacteristic remark, I laughed so hard I almost fell off my 
swing. “Of course, of course. But then, so can everyone. You of all people should know that.”

 We sat in silence for a while, facing the bridge that separated this park from the 
school. Thinking about it now, that ugly stone bridge had been a huge part of my childhood. 
Obviously I had to cross it to get to school and back everyday, and as my friend said I once 
climbed to the top of it to shoot my mouth off at his dad, but I had also asked my first crush 
out whilst crossing it, and received my first rejection. My first fight took place at the foot of 
the other side – a group of people 3 years my elder had made me fight against my best friend. 
Eventually I hit him with a rock and he ran off screaming, so I guess I gained my first victory 
there, too. Out of all the fights I had, it would be the only one I'd win for a long time. A few 
weeks later, the same group of older kids thought it would be funny to threaten to throw me 
over the bridge. 

 I guess if I wanted to die for whatever reason, I'd do so my throwing myself over. 
Which reminded me of something I wanted to ask.

 “I take it you've never seen any paintings of yourself?”

 “Only a couple. I try to avoid them, for obvious reasons.”

 “A wise man once said he saw one of you dying. Apparently your blood was turning 
from red to gold. He thought this symbolized how your death was exploited, turned into an 
institution – a source of jobs, a source of income. A source of power.”

 “I take it he's the kind of person who likes me but hates Christians? I'm so sick of 
hearing that.”
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 “You're right, and I do think he's wrong about that. I don't judge individuals based on 
religion, but the institution... don't you think it's wrong?”

 “The church has done some good things – some great things...”

 “But still! Did you know that the Patron Saint of Politics burned people for owning 
English bibles? And then there's the banning of contraception, the missionaries with secret 
agendas, the crusades, the massacres, the discrimination, the greed, the sheer hypocrisy – you 
can condone this?”

 “Of course not! Sometimes it sickens me. Sometimes I'd like to enter Vatican City and 
throw the hypocrites out myself! But even by having faith in their out-of-date, flawed system, 
people can still enter the gates of heaven. Those corrupt fools will not. It's worth putting up 
with... in the meantime, at least.”

 “Not to me. I don't believe in an afterlife.”

 “Then how come I'm sitting here, talking to you?”

 “I don't think your particular afterlife exists outside my own head.”

 “Hmm, so you've gone from nihilism to solipsism.”

 “That's not quite it. I just think I'm insane.”

 “Not entirely different from solipsism, in my opinion.” He gets up to leave. “Oh, and 
there's something I've been meaning to ask you. Why are we friends?”

 “Because you're so much unlike your father.”

 “If you say so. Anyway, I'm going. Until we meet again, my friend.”

 I watch him cross the bridge. I wait until he's past the school gates – until he's out of 
site [sic], and then I get off my swing and head in the opposite direction.”
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Caïn
By Lupe Lamia

"However much your heart might burn with love, beware of all great desires."
-Baudelaire

            From glass thick enough to prevent my escape but clear enough to let me see through, 
I watch you every day. How you flit about so freely, your wings flashing between bars of pure 
silver. Singing songs that make lovers smile knowingly and children dance; filling the air with 
hope so thick it chokes those devil enough to breathe deeply. From behind my glass I thought 
I would be safe from you; your wicked charms and spells, at the least. I was so terribly wrong, 
for even now I trace your shape; the patterns of your wings into the damning glass. I hum 
your perfect melodies to myself, and dream of your face. You are haunting me, but I am not 
afraid.

            I could not approach you. No one can. That is why I live behind glass and you behind 
bars. Others could only stare at us. At me with disgust and at you with love and admiration. 
Even lust. And though I hate to admit it, I would see the same as them—those that jeer at me 
and praise you—for such a delicate creature I have never known before.

            I am so near to you, you sometimes reflect on my glass, and I watch as five images 
dance across my eyes, surrounding me; transfixing me. You are near enough to touch, it 
seems, but always my hand hits cold and unforgiving glass. If such beauty like yours was 
everywhere, the destruction of all man would inevitably follow. You are cunning and sly like 
the fox, who is also admired for his charm.

            What would they do to me if they knew such thoughts? I would be killed, and you 
repelled, if not instantly ill, if you saw what a monster I am. What monstrous thoughts I think! 
Only a beast could love what he cannot have, though youth and old men alike still harbor 
passion for you, and you belong to no one but the collective world. You still do not know my 
name, my hideous face, or my wretched thoughts. But I know yours, the sweetest name that 
could be given, and surely only innocence exists in that head of pure radiance.

            Your skin is fair like mine, your face still youthful and the expression carefree as you 
sing lullabies to every age. But your eyes are an electric blue that, like lightning, stuns and 
captivates all that it beholds. Your lips are full, your cheeks are flushed with happiness. How I 
envy you; how I love you; how I could never have you. You are too perfect in this world made 
for mundane men. Perhaps this is why you exist freely behind your bars, and I trapped in this 
glass where people cannot hear my wretched voice but only point and laugh at that which they 
see therein; what lies beneath the surface of my glass, but never the surface of my skin.

            But to be like them, I would not be happy. For I hear what they say of me, I see the 
hatred in their eyes, their faces, and their hearts. To be like them I would be the worst of 
monsters. A common one; a common man.

            No, no! There I go with my horrible thoughts. It is wrong. I am wrong. To be them 
would be happiness, for I could gaze upon you freely and you would not turn away from me; 
spit on me; jeer or jab at me. You could even love me, for surely men are your desire. From 
the ways you tease and sing so lovingly to them, flashing your peacock's tail and drawing 
even forbidden eyes to you, it is clear that you love them as much as they love you.

            How can I go on this way? They will only hate me more if they figure out these 
wretched thoughts of mine! I know better, I do, than to harbor away such feelings from the 
world, where I should have none, deserve none, and want none. But there is no hope, alas! No 
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cure for the sickness of the heart called love. I read books; many I can recall completely, of 
lust and dignity. Men, common men, torn to pieces by emotion. Usurped by their hearts and, 
inevitably, dead because of the foolish whims they followed. The common men of our age are 
too smart for this, of course: picking their choice of wife or husband from the shallow pool of 
mediocrity we all seem to spawn from, so that they will be equally disappointed and not have 
to fear jealousy of one another.

            Except for you, who is so special, so pure, and so free of these worries.

            They all look the same to me, but what do I know of normalcy? I am a monster. 
Hideous, ugly, unwanted. Curse the wretched roots that gave me this face and this mind! 
Curse my blood, for surely it is tainted as well! And damned be my mind, for betraying me 
further and casting me closer to the Hell from which I was spawned, for thinking such 
thoughts of love and passion for you. Curse me, for I am no more worthy of you than a mere 
man is to stand at the feet of God and be judged.

            But I wonder why I am wrong. Why am I so different from the common man? I have 
two hands, two feet as them. I walk as them, talk as them, but they fear my mind. Would you 
look upon me and judge me the same within your own eyes? It is assuredly my cursed 
appearance, and my ghastly intelligence, that cast me from the mundane and into the 
wretched. Are these my fault alone? Do I so deserve the punishments I receive? I did not 
create myself, of that I am sure, but sometimes I allow myself to think these piteous thoughts 
and wonder why I must be treated different from man if I act just as he does.

            And you! You are the same and yet different; as I am. This must be why you cannot 
walk within them; you are a seductress, or worse, sent here to guide man to his destruction. 
But you are so fair, and so gentle. Perhaps this is why, and you are an Angel, for that makes 
far more sense. Any man that saw you would want to ravish you, which would so boldly go 
against our fragile society. The sin of flesh is one not to be talked about, though you spill 
desire into the heart so fully that it overflows and pounds its way through the body like a 
beating drum. You are clearly a danger, but no one should hide your beauty, for that would be 
unfair. So your bars exist, marking you as untouchable, as my glass exists to keep me separate 
from the common men. To spare them from the hideousness of my being.

            The crowd disperses, and we are left alone. They are less interested in me today, for I 
have spent so much time with my hands pressed against this glass watching you please the 
world from your cage. You sit within your cage, your wings fluttering and revealing your 
bare, perfect back. I traced those lines as I had done a thousand times before, murmuring the 
words of foolish men in love; foolish men who always died in those stories from hopeless 
infatuation. But I know better. For I would tear those wings from you, and love you more than 
any man or God or Devil has known.
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Dogs of the Sky
BY W.R. Hayden

       “All systems are running smoothly, ship is ready to dock, Captain Harford.”

       “Good. Prepare to—”

       The piercing screech of metal against metal tore through the control room, sending the 
Captain tumbling forward. He braced himself against the white walls of the control room, 
streaked with a simple blue line leading towards a window looking into empty space. The 
docking station for the 153rd Colony was still a dot in the distance.

       There wasn’t another colony around for light-years. Not even a moon or a planet.

       This was no man’s land.

       Warning sirens filled the control room with a rotary scream and harsh crimson glow, 
nearly drowning out the cries and screams of the crew members. Captain Harford gritted his 
teeth and pulled himself up straight. He was taller than most, and stood well above his crew. 
He knew what was happening. He’d dealt with these vandals before, lurking in the darkness to 
ambush and loot freight ships and Kingdom patrol ships.

       “Keep your god damn heads on your shoulders, men,” the Captain shouted, fingering the 
sword at his hip. “If some son-of-a-bitch wants to board my ship, he’ll have to do it over my 
god damn corpse.”

____________________________________

       Jimmy was pretending to polish the airlock controls of the cargo room, digging every 
now and then into the breast pocket of his deep blue uniform, high collared and trimmed with 
silver, to fish out his compact white information systems pad. It was Blitz season back on 
Kuifim, and he had a hundred notes riding on the results of tonight’s game. Jimmy was just a 
deckhand, and had no desire or ambition to be otherwise. He was looking forward to grabbing 
a drink on the Colony, hopefully chase some lonely colonial tail.

       With a curse he dropped the pad while trying to cram it back into his breast pocket. It 
skidded across the tiled floor before landing up against a cargo crate.

       “Piece of sh—”

       A piercing crack shot through the hull. Jimmy had just enough time to glance up before 
the tip of a drill broke through the hull and spun through, twisting and shredding through the 
hull, sending a shock through the entire ship and filling the cargo room with a blast of smoke. 
Jimmy fell to the ground and scrambled towards the airlock control to escape. Warning sirens 
began to call out through the ship, filling the cargo room with a red glow. The drill continued 
to spin, it’s point spiraling through thicker and thicker metal slabs, shredding the wall until it 
nearly filled the height of the room. Just as he reached the wall the drill tip split open, locking 
itself against the inner walls of the ship.

       The smoke began to dissipate, and Jimmy, forgetting his plans to escape, stared in shock 
at the split drill, looking like some metallic star against the wall. Heavy footsteps clanged 
against metal, echoing through the cargo room. As the last streaks of smoke died, a man 
appeared.

       He strolled into the cargo room from inside the drill. His black boots climbed up to his 
thighs, folding over at the upper quarter. His shirt was white and rippled at the chest; it clung 
to him as if it were about to rip. On his back was a short coat, red and black and cut off above 
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his belt line. His face was rough and unshaven, all harsh angles and framed by a mess of dark 
hair that fell down to his shoulders. His eyebrows were bushy and dark, and he wore a smug, 
confident grin on his face.

       Jimmy tried to push himself back, wishing he could force himself through the wall to 
safety.

       The man placed a gloved hand on the hilt of the broad, curved sword at his side.

       “Be a good lad and open up that there door for us,” the man said in a thick, drawling 
accent.

       Jimmy nodded frantically and reached with one arm towards the control panel, smacking 
it and pushing random keys, never letting his eyes off of the man in the red coat.

       “Lad?”

       Jimmy nodded again, choking when he saw the sword raise slightly from its sheathe. 
With shaking hands he set to work opening the airlock. A green light blinked above the input 
pad and the airlock slid open.

       “There’s a good lad. Now step aside.” Jimmy obeyed. “Let’s go then, the whole lot of 
you.”

       The man motioned forward, and half a dozen men and women in mismatched uniforms of 
red and black followed him out as he marched through the airlock, ignoring the sirens and 
blinking lights, the yelling of enemy crew members who would surely greet them in arms, and 
would surely die.

       “Selfie, my hat, please,” the dark haired man said, “And you there, close that airlock.” A 
woman with short blonde hair and a serene, emotionless look about her face handed him a 
plain, wide brimmed tricorne. She, as did most of the crew, wore the same thigh-high boots, 
hers climbing up to a red skirt. She wore a long, red frock over a low-cut, frilly white blouse.

       The dark haired man placed the hat atop his head, adjusting it with his one free hand. Just 
as the airlock closed behind them, they came.

       A crew of Kingdom soldiers arrived from around the corridor, each wearing matching 
blue uniforms and brandishing standard military-issue short swords and revolvers. A man with 
a silver star on his breast walked forward and spoke directly to the dark haired man.

       “This is a Fourth Division Kingdom Military Supply ship. If you value the lives of 
yourself and you crew, you will surrender to the Kingdom and face a trial of your peers at the 
municipal court of the nation’s capitol on—”

      The soldier’s eyes bulged and he gasped in pain, his eyes fell down to the steel buried into 
his chest.

       “Sorry about that, lad, don’t have time for speeches, y’see.”

       The dark haired man pulled his sword from the soldier, letting his body drop dead on the 
tiled corridor floor.

       Suddenly the corridor erupted into battle. The dark haired man forced his way through the 
soldiers, swinging his sword-arm in smooth arcs that sliced through the soldiers, his men at 
his side clashing steel against steel, finding killing blows with little effort against the 
inexperienced Kingdom soldiers. Occasional gunshots fired forth from frightened soldiers, too 
afraid to engage in direct swordplay. Each shot found itself buried into the walls of the ship, 
some ripping through cables or pipes and sending stream blasting into the fray.

       The dark haired man howled with laughter as his blade sliced through the enemy mob. A 
lone soldier dove towards him. The dark haired man could see the fear in his eyes, the sweat 
dripping from his brow. He had an open wound on his cheek, a gash from a blade that didn’t 
quite hit its target.
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       He swung wildly, his thin Kingdom sword skimming just short of the dark haired man’s 
face as he dived back to avoid the maneuver. In one fluid motion he turned, exposing for a 
brief moment his back to the enemy before coming around again with his sword ready, the 
enemy soldier let out a cry, raising his own sword in defense, just in time to deflect the attack 
away from his face.

       The dark haired man reacted instantly, changing his strategy and jabbing forward, aiming 
towards the soldier’s heart. The soldier squirmed to the side, avoiding the jab, but the man 
anticipated the evasion and turned the jab into a swing towards his gut. The soldier once again 
reflected the attack, surviving by the sheer force of dumb luck.

       He could see the confidence growing in the soldier, who hastened his attacks, seemingly 
gaining more and more skill with each ounce of confidence. By now the fighting had stopped, 
leaving the invading crew to watch with amusement as the soldier fought their captain one-
on-one.

       The soldier raised his sword high, both hands on the hilt and swung down, the invading 
captain blocking the attack with his own broad sword.

       “Y’think you’re quite a swordsman, eh?” He scoffed.

       “Cut off the head and the snake dies!” The soldier replied.

       “Selfie, I’ve grown bored.” The captain lowered his sword and opened his arms towards 
the soldier, who took the opportunity to finish off his opponent. He prepared to a strike to 
decapitate the captain, and screamed with fury.

       Suddenly a crack rang out through the corridor and the soldier’s eyes bulged. Blood 
dribbled from the side of his mouth and he fell dead to the floor.

       Behind him Selfie stood with a revolver pointed straight forward, smoke trailing away 
from the slender, silver barrel of her gun. Her eyes seemed to stare without emotion. The 
captain grinned fondly at her. She nodded in response.

       The corridor was silent, all fighting had ceased. The last soldier lay dead in a pool of his 
own blood.

       The invading crew suddenly broke into laughter, all but the girl with the silver revolver, 
who holstered her weapon.

       Once again, none of them had fallen.

       “That one was a fighter, damn shame, I’d say,” the captain said, “but no more wasting 
time, let’s wreck this piece of Kingdom shite n’ get outta here.”

____________________________________

       Harford cursed as he watched from the security camera the last of his police crew fall to 
the hands of that dirty pirate.

       He would complain to the Kingdom later about sending him untrained soldiers. For now 
he had scum to wipe off the deck.

       “Men, hold your own, strike immediately when they enter the control room. And hold 
your bloody fire; we don’t need any more bullets wrecking this bloody ship any more.” 
Captain Harford thanked the Lord that the bullets fired hadn’t caused any more damage than 
they did. The idea of firing in a ship in the ether of space was idiotic at best. Yet he held 
confidence in his remaining crew. He had selected them himself from the ranks of the Royal 
Guard, and held supreme confidence in their abilities.

       He smiled. These pirate bastards wouldn’t stand a chance.

       The sound of heeled boots clanging through the corridor drew his attention away from the 
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security monitors. He folded his arms and watched as his men took position.

       “All right, men. Show these bastards what it means to be in the Kingdom’s Royal Guard.”

       His men drew their swords and took stance, holding their hilts steady with both hands.

       The stomping of the invading crew grew closer with each second. They wouldn’t dare 
show it, but Harford could almost feel their pulses quickening, the fear flowing through their 
veins. They hadn’t yet learned to channel that fear into adrenaline. To turn their fright into a 
burning destruction that makes a man feel invincible.

       Makes a man feel alive.

       The footsteps stopped. He was ready for them to bust down the door. Ready to watch 
them be slaughtered by his best men. He himself would deal with their leader. Some renegade 
roughneck masquerading as a captain. He wore no gold star. He didn’t come from the blood 
of soldiers who sacrificed everything for the expansion of mankind throughout the galaxy.

       He wasn’t a man. He was a dog.

       Captain Harford clenched his teeth, he was growing impatient.

       A knock came from the door, three times.

       The soldiers looked at each other in confusion.

       Knock knock knock.

       “Hello?” a muffled voice called from behind the door. “I’ve got a delivery here for a dead 
man.”

       The soldiers looked to their captain, who offered no response.

       “Please, sir, s’lonely out here. I just want a friend.”

       A vein bulged on Harford’s head. He was long past impatient.

       “Open the bloody door!” Captain Harford shouted.

       The airlock door split and slid open, revealing a mismatched crew of ruffians, all in red 
and black and waiting, unarmed. The Kingdom soldiers rushed forward.

       “Woah woah woah,” the pirate captain raised his hands, “I’m just here to talk, y’see.” The 
soldiers halted, waiting for a response from their own captain. “Good lads, good lads. Now. 
I’ve got a bit of a proposition for you there. Now I’m sure this here’s a fine bunch of soldiers, 
m’I wrong?”

       Captain Harford was torn. He’d never confronted a vandal so... strange.

       “Well then,” the pirate captain continued, “Hows about you and me go one-on-one for 
this piece-a-shit ship. I win, I take the ship; you win, you take mine. Pawn it off and that’s 
more than enough to replace your little... security crew down there.”

       “Kill them.”

       The soldiers drove forward.

       “Woah woah woah,” the pirate captain repeated, and the enemy soldiers halted. The pirate 
crew had pulled their guns and were pointing straight at the control console. Any damage to 
console would kill them all. And Harford wouldn’t put it past them to do it. He once saw a 
man blow himself up to try and take out a colony. This man didn’t seem any less crazy.

       “Seems we got ourselves in a bit of a pickle, Cap’n! So, what d’ya say? Got ourselves a 
deal?”

       Captain Harford pushed his way through his men and stared the pirate in his face. He was 
shorter than Harford by a hand, and had a mad look in his eyes that Harford had seen before 
in inmates left aboard a prison shuttle too long. This man was the type of man to seriously 
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underestimate the skills of a Kingdom captain. The type who imagined officers to be old and 
weak.

       “Boy, you get the hell off of my ship.”

       With a click, almost in unison, the pirate crew drew back the hammers of their revolvers, 
still pointed straight at the controls.

       “Or,” the pirate captain began, “we can do this nice n’ clean. You n’ me. Every’un can 
wait down in the cargo hold where I stuck it to your ship, and you n’ me right here can duel. 
It’ll be fun I promise.” He grinned up at Captain Harford. “Or we can blow the bloody shit 
outta that there control panel thingy and send us all to hell.”

       Harford glared at the pirate, but nodded.

       “Everyone leaves, then.” He was sure his men could handle these ruffians if they chose to 
fall back on the deal.

       “’Cept one. I keep one unarmed man up ‘ere to go tell the crew when the fights over. You 
win they pack up and leave, or end up in prison. I don’t care I’d be dead anyway.”

       “Fine.”

       The pirate crew lowered their weapons and began to file out. Selfie stayed behind to 
watch for the outcome, leaving her side arm with another crew member. Captain Harford 
shouted out orders to his crew, who left as well. They kept their weapons drawn.

       “How do I know she wont help you?”

       “S’good. She’s just an android anyway, she’ll follow orders.” He was stretching his arms 
and legs as he spoke.

       Harford didn’t trust him, but held enough confidence in his own skill to let that pass.

       The airlock door closed behind Selfie, who stood silent and still.

       “All right then, ready when you are, sir!” the pirate captain said, drawing his curved 
blade.

       Harford spit, wishing he could expel the foul air this vandal had about him. He drew his 
own sword, gold hilt glistening under the artificial lights.

       To Harford’s surprise, the pirate captain held out his sword, as was customary among 
military ranks before a duel. Harford complied. They tapped the sides of their blades together 
three times, recoiled the swords and began.

       Harford took a defensive stance, holding his blade before him with both hands, the pirate 
captain swung down, only to have his strike easily deflected away. The pirate captain struck 
again, this time swinging in an upwards arc, but Harford brought his sword down, 
overpowering the pirate’s blow and forcing his blade to the ground.

       Harford took this opportunity and swung down again, the pirate lunged forward, forcing 
Harford back against the wall and throwing the path of his blade off course. The pirate kicked 
off of the wall, creating distance between them to recover his form. Enraged, Harford shot 
forward, arcing his sword in smooth, well defined paths that never seemed to pause, each 
attack growing closer and closer to connecting against the pirate captain.

       Harford halted his rain of attacks, his blade pressed up against his foes, their faces so 
close together they could smell each other’s breath, could see the grime on each other’s teeth. 
Sweat was beading at the pirate captain’s brow.

       With a grunt and the clash of steel sliding against steel the blades separated.

       “Not quite the untrained ruffian I expected,” Harford said.

       The pirate captain wiped the sweat off of his face with his sleeve, never taking his hands 
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off of the hilt of his sword. “Just warmin’ up here.”

       In unison the two dove towards each other, swords clashing together with intense speed 
and precision. The pirate captain forced Harford backwards as they fought, driving his blade 
as fast and as hard as he could. Behind them an endless sea of stars shone from the control 
room window.

       The pirate captain sliced through the air, missing his mark, and Harford swung his elbow 
forward, connecting with the side of his head and driving him to the ground. Harford kicked 
the pirate in the gut, who grunted in pain, he drove his sword down in a killing stroke, the 
pirate responding with roll, narrowly escaping the death stroke. The edge of the blade dug into 
his face, cutting his cheek.

       The pirate captain lunged forward and tackled Harford, driving them both to the ground. 
Forgetting his sword, he unleashed a fury of punches against his enemy’s face, Harford 
reached up and grabbed the pirate by the throat, then threw him off with unexpected strength, 
sending him flying back into the control panel.

       He pulled himself up on the control panel, panting and bleeding. He looked over by the 
airlock door, Selfie stood watching, emotionless. But he knew it was just a show.

       His sword lay on the ground between him and Captain Harford, who was already back on 
his feet, back straight, holding his sword at ready. The pirate captain jumped towards his 
sword, well aware of the danger lurking just behind it. He landed with a roll, his hand clasped 
around the hilt.

       Harford prepared to strike down, the pirate captain stabbed upwards with a jump from the 
ground.

       The pirate captain’s sword drove through the chest of Captain Harford, who struck too 
slow.

       Panting, the pirate captain withdrew his sword, slowly, making sure Captain Harford 
could feel the sword ripping out of his flesh with each centimeter. He whipped his sword out 
of his foe’s body, letting him fall backwards.

       Harford’s breathing was strained, and blood was beginning to pool around his body. The 
pirate captain stood over him, panting, sword at ready.

       “W-who the hell are you?” Harford sputtered.

       “I am Captain Armond. And I’m here to send you back to your God.”

       The pirate captain brought his blade down into Harfords neck.

____________________________________

       Selfie watched as Harford’s head rolled away from his body. She smiled. Another victory. 
Armond really did know what he was doing. But it was only the start. There would be many, 
many more battles to be fought against the Kingdom. On much larger scales.

       Just a start.

       Armond walked towards her, dropping his sword to the ground with a clang.

     “How was that, then?”

       “Impressive. Smoothest one yet.”

       “Is that sarcasm I detect? Didn’t know you had that in you.”

       She laughed as he swooped her up in his arms. She wiped the blood off of his face with 
the arm of her coat. He kissed her. His rough, unshaven face scratching hers. Fighting always 
got him excited.
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       His hands began to feel her every curve, searching for the spots that made her blush. She 
wasn’t human, but she was close. His hand found it’s way up her skirt and she gasped, torn 
between giggling from his scruff tickling her and moaning from his hands caressing her. He 
lifted her up and dropped her in front of the control console, ignoring the headless corpse 
littering the control room floor.

       He bent her over the console, and she could see the stars, the colony in the distance. 
Somewhere out there was her home. Her creators. Suddenly thoughts of home were forced out 
of her head, she gasped with pleasure, her fingers curling and hitting random switches on the 
console, causing the lights to flicker. Armond drove into her, over and over. She gasped and 
he grunted, louder and louder until his body twitched, over and over. He exhaled with relief. 
She smiled softly, staring at the stars.

       When they entered the cargo room the corpses of the enemy crew littered the floor. 
Captain Armond’s own crew were surely back aboard their own ship. Selfie followed him 
towards the open drill that led them into the Kingdom vessel.

       “Wait,” she stopped.

    “Come off it, I’m ready to be out of here a’ready.”

       They continued forward, Armond climbed back through the drill of their own ship.  Selfie 
followed.

       “There’s nothing here but corpses.”

       A shot rang out.

       Selfie fell forward, blood trailing from her chest.

       Armond tried to yell, but nothing came out.  He rushed forward to catch her, but she fell 
to the ground before he could reach her.

       Jimmy stood panting with his gun drawn, barrel aimed directly at Armond.
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Good Friday
By Anon Steve

[Dark stage with shelves on both sides of Jesus. Jesus picks up an item off the shelf, looks 
both ways, and then starts putting it in his pocket when God comes up and slaps him. He then 
puts it back.]

God: What are you doing, Jesus? Didn’t I teach you better than this?

 

Jesus: Hey man, the lord giveth and the lord taketh away. I’m just trying to keep up the last 
bit.

 

God: Seriously? What were you even going to use this for anyway? It’s a tampon, Jesus. A 
tampon! To think that my son would do something like attempt stealing tampons [shudders] 
It’s wrong. I don’t need you being a failure like your faggot brother, Fred. Just remember who 
got you this damn job! Your mommy did, that’s who! If it wasn’t for me you’d still be 
smoking pot in my basement! I don’t even get…

 

Jesus: Mmm, pot. That reminds me, I need like twenty bucks. For…stuff.

 

God: Oh I'm sure you do. Here, take it [Hands him $20] I'll be in my office if you need me

Jesus: Don’t worry, I won’t.

God: Oh, go to hell!

 

[Jesus goes back to shoplifting but this time is stopped when Krishna approaches him.]

 

Krishna: Uhm…sir…may I have a moment of your time?

 

Jesus: What the fuck is it? And before you ask, I don’t want any shitty necklaces.

 

Krishna: Please sir; I do not know what you are talking about. I believe you have me confused 
with another who has wronged you? In a past life perhaps?

 

Jesus: Past life? Are you kidding me? I don’t believe in your black magic, bro.

 

Krishna: Black Magic? I can assure you that we do no black magic, the closest thing to black 
magic is the Ganges.
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Jesus: Ganges? What is that? Some kind-a…shitty A-rab place?

 

Krishna: Oh sir I think you’re on the right track. The Ganges is about 60% shit. It’s so dense 
you could probably walk on it Mr.… [looks at name tag] Jesus.

 

Jesus: It’s Jesus, numb nuts! You say it like “Hey, Zeus”. Kinda like if you were all like “Hey, 
Zeus, bro. Come over here and hit this.” [Jesus giggles]

 

Krishna: Sir, you scare me.

 

 esus: This’ll take the edge off. [Digs in his pants, pulls out a joint. Lights it. Offers it to 
Krishna] Well bud? 

Krishna: In my culture…

 

Jesus: “In my culture” nothing! Don't be such a pussy dude. Just smoke it and relax

Krishna: Well...

[Jesus pushes the joint to Krishna's mouth then knees him in the ribs making him gasp for air]

Jesus: See? Better isn’t it?

 

Krishna:Dude.

Jesus: What?

Krishna: Dude. 

Jesus: What!? 

Krishna: Dude!

Jesus: What the fuck is it!?

Krishna: I love you man…I really do.

 

Jesus: I love you too man… [Both start crying and hugging]

 

Krishna: Let’s get married!

 

Jesus: Yes! Let’s get married! [Looks to the back of the store] Hey mom! Me and Krishna are 
getting married!

God:[Rushing in between her son and Krishna’s hug] Like hell you are! We have a name to 
uphold and the Christs ain’t faggots! That’s why we had to kill your brother!
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Jesus: But…you said he went to live on a farm upstate!

 

God: You really believe that? You were there when we did it!

 

Jesus: Dude, like I remember. I’m blazed half the time I do anything so what the hell do I 
remember?

 

God: I hate you. You’re a disgrace to the family!

 

Jesus: Whatever, I’m outie. Before I go I need, like, fifty bucks?

 

God: Take it!

  

Jesus: Sweet, thanks mom!

God: go to hell!

Jesus: Why tell me when you think I will anyways?

[Darkness. Lights turn back on and Krishna and Jesus stand in front of an Altar with 
Aphrodite standing behind it.]

 

Aphrodite: We are gathered here today to join these two lovers in the bonds of holy 
matrimony. For their perils are both great and exhausting . If anyone objects to this marriage 
then please, say so now. If not then let me continue marrying these two, because they are gay. 
And I’m the only person in the state who will still marry gays. My life sucks so much. I 
started adopting homeless cats last week, I have 27 now. Their names are…

 

God: Die faggots! [Pulls a gun, shoots Aphrodite and Krishna]

 

Krishna: You….dirty…bitch…

 

Jesus: God, you didn’t have to do that. I mean, I love Krishna, dude. He was a sexy man. But 
good job on Aphrodite mom. Now those high school poets are going to have to find 
something else to write about. Speaking of shitty poetry, hey mom can I have 100 bucks?

 

God: Sure honey, whatever you want. As long as the gay demons don’t take you over again.

 

Jesus: But I really am…
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God: Nobody has to know that. It’ll be our little secret. 

Jesus: Whatever, can I have your Playgirl now?

God: Hell no, steal your own!

 

Jesus: Fine but…can I at least have a light?

 

God: I’ve always got a light for you my child. Let’s go home, get the faggot washed off of 
you, and get some ice cream. You’ll start work again tomorrow. Isn’t it wonderful, Jesus? The 
end really is in the beginning and yet, we don’t go on.

 

[God shoots Jesus then herself. And then a voice.]

 

Narrator: Jesus was just a boy working at…wait. Why is everyone dead? Did I miss 
something? Shit, I knew I should have avoided that [Holds up Taco Bell bag] Fresh, new, 
Cheesy Gordita Crunch, now only 1.49! [Smiles] It gave me the shits like no other [Huge 
smile] So, I was supposed to be the narrator but apparently these dolts started without me. 
Whatever! [Introduces next scene if there is one, if not storms off angrily]

Haley
By Tucker

Haley had been working at a firm that called people all around the country and told 
them to vote for specific ballots. If the person they called had already voted, or was opposed 
to the company's ideas, they sent the call to Haley. “So what’s the problem, honey?” she 
would say to the telephone receiver in her soothing, seductive voice. It didn’t seem to matter 
if the person was male or female; Haley always managed to get them to vote the way she 
liked, or the way the company paid her to like. 

After about a month of working there she got fired for drinking on the job and 
offering the customers sex in exchange for money or a vote. This meant that she was back at 
my place; offering me sex in exchange for money or whatever. The weekend after she got 
canned she showed up on my porch at six in the morning and started banging on my 
windows. I could hear my next door neighbor Claire screaming from her doorway, spitting 
and insane with rage or just genuine craziness. I tried to jump out of bed but a combination 
of the excitement and getting up so quickly caused me to lose my balance and my legs 
became tangled in the blanket on the floor, sending me headfirst into the two big closet 
doors. The doors were attached to rollers on the top and hung about three inches from the 
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ground. When I hit them they folded in at the middle and all of it, including me, went 
crashing to the ground, making a loud and terrible sound that almost, but not entirely, 
muffled the insanity outside. 

When I opened the door, Haley’s upturned fist was there in my face; poised and ready 
to begin the next succession of poundings. Instead, she saw me and smiled. “You’re 
bleeding,” she said. I moved my left arm from where it was resting on the door frame and 
felt my forehead where there was a gash running the length from my temple to the beginning 
of my eyebrow. Haley had squeezed past me, ignoring my glare, or maybe not noticing it 
behind the sheet of blood. I stuck my head out the door and to the right where Claire was 
standing. Before I could mutter an apology, she saw the red of my eyes, hungover and 
raving, coupled with the blood that was now dripping onto my dirty white shirt, and she shot 
backwards into her apartment, slamming the door behind her. 

I did the same, if a little slower, and moved towards the bathroom sink. I washed my 
face with the cold liquid and watched through blurry eyes as the drops became pink as they 
mingled with the dirty water. The sink was filthy, just like the toilet and the shower. Not to 
mention rusted and barely working. I thought about cleaning them as I placed three large 
bandages on the place where I was cut, squeezing the gash together so that the strips could 
hold the flesh in place. 

I changed my shirt and made my way into the living room where Haley was sitting 
cross legged on the couch, smoking a cigarette and watching television with the sound off. 

“It was good, I got $319. $50 for my last week of work. I’m proud of that money. I 
have to send $95 to my dad, but I’ll still have some left,” she said. 

“Three hundred dollars makes you rich, when you’re used to having nothing,” I said 
after I figured out that she was talking about the job she had just lost. 

“I know. I think I might put it into my savings.” 
“Smart idea. That isn’t much to save though.”

“Yeah but if I put it in, then if I ever need it, I’ll have it.  And whatever money I get 
from now on I can just put it in there and add to it. You never understood things like that. 
You just want to make me feel stupid and bad like you do,” she told me. 

“Sorry, listen, I think I’m going to go back to bed. Are you tired?” I said. 

I took Haley back to bed with me and laid down on my right side, so that I wouldn’t 
get blood on the sheets or pillows. It felt good to have her body next to mine. I was usually 
cold in that room and had trouble falling asleep, but Haley ran her hands through my hair, 
filling my whole body with warmth, and I fell asleep almost instantly with a golden feeling 
in my limbs. It was good to have her back. 
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I Have No Socks
(Alternate Title: I have no understanding of Electricity)

By Death
            When I open up my dryer, I expect to find an abundance of clothing, littered with 
socks: freshly laundered socks. The kind of socks that you proceed to walk around in, just 
because it feels like an angel just vomited in a beautiful fashion, right into the tube. And you 
know what? That’s probably the only reason I still wash my socks. Because God knows that 
the sacrifice needed to get these socks to me is a painful process.

            Let me explain; you put in 20 different single socks in with your whites, and expect to 
have 10 pairs when you’re done. What you end up with is about 3 pairs, two socks that don’t 
match, and a black one (substitute black for any other color). Although you could have sworn 
that you left the blacks in the other pile, it won’t matter, since there will ALWAYS be some 
kind of sock that doesn’t belong. Next, you inspect inside the dryer one more time, make sure 
there’s no white stragglers. Now, you check the clothes you folded, in case of static cling. 
Chances are you start inspecting the washing load, and for some reason, they aren’t there, 
either. So what gives? Where do my socks go?

            There are plenty of theories to keep a person occupied, as to what the hell happens to 
the socks. Static Vaporization is what I believe in, personally, but some people will also 
believe in an alternate theory of Short-Ranged Teleportation. Static Vaporization (SV) is the 
theory that when a sock reaches a strong enough static charge, it would simply disintegrate 
from the overbearing electricity. Miraculously, this leaves the rest of your clothes unscathed 
from the necessary electrical discharge you would get from instantly destroying your article of 
clothing. The ‘tick’ or ‘ting’ sound you hear from the dryer is actually the static getting into 
your sock, and completely destroying them. The reasoning behind this phenomenon is the size 
of the sock. A sock, in relation to the larger clothes, is a featherweight; it doesn’t have enough 
fabric to handle a powerful charge that it can get from the dryer.  Thus, when the charge is 
overbearing, the sock will simply go “kaput” and disappear. Since shirts are larger, they can 
take more static, and thus will last longer.

            But others believe in the Short-Ranged Teleportation. While on the same principles as 
the Static Vaporization (which is instant-destruction of the actual sock),  the SRT believes that 
these socks are sent in any which way, forward, backward, upward through time, space, and 
the rest of that mumbo jumbo. With a standard dryer, this theory supposes you could teleport 
that sock into your room, which explains the reason you may find another sock still in that 
room. Industrial dryers can move these socks through time, and sometimes into alternate 
dimensions. Static Vaporizationists state that it’s simply the fault of the actual loader of the 
dryer, and that finding those socks anywhere is simply from overlooking the sock in the first 
place, but the SRTists firmly believe in their theory, so no sensible argument can get to them. 

            So how do I keep those socks intact, and in my dryer? Many housewives suggest a 
static ball, but this isn’t a concrete remedy to an important matter. What I have been doing 
recently is actually tempering my socks into being able to handle this load; think of it as 
sock-exercise. Basically, my procedure entails sending a steadily growing stream of 
electricity through the socks. Start off with .1 amps, and slowly turn it up to a sock’s limit (5 
amps). Make sure you are wearing protective gear, as electricity is dangerous, and you can 
get seriously injured! Next, turn it down right underneath the limit. Constantly do this until 
the socks cease to give off an unsteady magnetic field (and yes, they will give off a magnetic 
field). Once it is no longer unsteady, turn it up higher, to 5.1 amps. Keep going through this 
process until (A) your socks are perfectly toned to withstand the electricity, or (B) your socks 
explode in a fiery fashion, complete with smoldering elastics. If (A) happens, then 
congratulations! You’ve combated the scourge of disappearing socks! Make sure to brag to 
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all your friends how you have all/most of your angel-vomit socks, and make sure to prance 
around wildly, with your socks pulled up high. Maybe you can even teach them your 
methods, since we all know having no socks truly “socks”.

Like A Disease
By Ryuno

Like a disease, they have spread over the face of the Earth. The undead are now the 
dominant race on this dying planet and because of that, we (the few pure humans left) have 
become but mere prey and been forced to participate in this never-ending race for survival. 
We are never completely safe. 

Nor free. Day after day we fear for our lives and have more trouble fighting the 
growing madness inside our hearts as the countless hordes of foul creatures surrounds our 
bases, fortresses, and homes. 

While we hide inside frail walls, they freely roam the world that once belonged to us. 
We might be the true humans, and we might even be the ones who would usually be called 
“the good guys”, but if history ever taught us anything, it is that the winning side is the right 
side. The winning side is the one who says the rules. The winning side is absolute. 

Unfortunately, I don’t quite believe we are the winning side in this very moment. 

There probably are, by Dr. Richard’s studies, less than thirty-two thousand pure 
humans around the globe. Compared to the numbers we had five years ago (six billion people) 
it doesn’t sound that big. It’s actually depressing to see how fast our species decayed; our 
technologist’s best efforts couldn’t stop their advances, in the end. They could barely save 
their own souls from certain damnation. 

Right now, some of our people might be dying. Funny thing is, every human on the 
planet who has not succumbed to the darkest path is “our people” these days. It’s safe to say 
that there are no more racial, religious or ideological barriers between the living ones. We all 
live in small communities and try to help each other as much as we can (as long as it doesn’t 
mean getting our necks dilacerated by the living dead). It seems that all we ever needed to 
become a single people, a worldwide nation, was a massive disaster to hit us all. Actually, this 
would be a beautiful thing if it wasn’t completely tragic. 

Every day we live inside a world so twisted it sounds like cheap fiction. Forced to face 
the low-budget horror movie scenario that we now call home, we can only put our heads 
down and cringe. 

But not tonight. 

Tonight we will defeat as many of those monsters as we can, we’ll completely crush 
what’s left of their minds and we can even feast on their bodies like bloody ravens if we want 
to. After all, it’s Friday. 

More than a mark, more than the sole omen of a future hope. Friday night is the time 
we do more than just run away or fight back in the worst case scenario. To us, the survivors, 
it’s the moment when we leave our hidings spots and actually get to play the hunter’s role for 
a change. 

So come out, come out, wherever you are. Everyone is waiting for you to come out 
and play. 
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Spread the terror. 

Free their tortured souls and then set yourself free. 

Make the pain they made us feel worth. 

Drive them to a shade of despair so deep and dark not even a creature without any 
trace of feelings could avoid. They must pay for what they took, and they must pay for it with 
the dirty blood of their own kind. Those monsters owe us every single thing they have 
including their lives, and the payday has come. 

For now they might rule the Earth on the rest of the day and even the rest of the week, 
but they cannot take that beautiful moment when the flags are raised and the common rats are 
turned into warrior lions, the kings on the battlefield. Friday night is sacred.

 

Friday night is the Human Night.

My Glass of Water
By Sebastardo

Suddenly a dinosaur came out of my glass and  floated around me. It was silver with 
a long neck and a very large, huge, immeasurable nose. While flying without touching the 
roof I could see that the three dimensions was not enough to him, and he didn’t care the 
fourth. I looked at him stunned and disbelieving, giving a roundness to my eyes that distorted 
my face, mouth open and with the right index finger pointing to other people who were not 
there can see him. What now strikes me most was what, in its moment, take more naturally. 
In the heart of swimming in the air, looks at me without looking, talk without talk and 
immediately I'm on his back looking at the cold and heat, listening to the most beautiful 
scents that red, blue and green can provide to the touch of a mortal with  dreams’ 
immortality, going back in time to the beginning just to see what actually was the end of 
another beginning. Feeling the fear of love and security of hate and trying the most delicious 
delicacies that sex can offer. All that traveling in the back of a silver Sauroposeidon with the 
size of Russia which left my glass on a Saturday afternoon.
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Shutterbug
By Epiphanies 

Most people say they come in a pop, a fleeting moment of clairvoyance and flash-bulb 
bursts. Quick lightning strikes, a brilliant cathartic orgy. Mine arrived in an explosion of 
albumen and yolk shattering across my nose and dark tinted sunglasses. That single raw egg 
dumbfounded me more than the pepper of bullets invading my torso.

On the sidewalk I buckled into stunned silence, Stephen hovering, screaming for 
paramedics. Fraud!, a man bellowed from across the street. Blind fraud! Another echoed as I 
heard a commotion, what I can only assume to be he and his accomplice being brought to the 
ground. Unconscious to the splintered minefield of shell and viscera drooling over my face, to 
the chaos and perforations of the gunshot wounds -- I forgot myself. I thought in photographs 
and fingertips; I forgot my best-kept secret and I began to dig. 

It was a mistake. 

Nobody ever contemplated peeling the shiny skin back from a photo and operating – 
of course there is no skin to speak of, only a translucent gloss. No one ever imagined 
squishing around through the guts and verve of a small town dance, with its lemon-bauble 
lights, the kitschy skirts and stolen kisses. Never had someone thought they could just 
physically reach in and adjust that embarrassing dress, turn up the shadows, and turn down the 
laughter from an evening gala. Pictures aren't supposed to work like that. 

I, however, did. I am photographer and surgeon; an award winning photo-surgeon 
albeit the latter mostly unbeknownst to those around me. And I couldn't see a damned thing. 

I specialized in photographing people. Shoots were well-plotted guesses, me relying 
on Stephen's cues, being a little messy here and there. The real work never began until 

editing. The artist is the true creator of the beautiful things, the art itself is useless.

When people say cameras don't lie, they're right. Cameras are as honest as it gets. The 
sincerest liars are photographs, effortlessly manipulated and persuaded. Nobody ever 
mentions that.

For me, there is no Photoshop, no assistants, no special tools other than my redundant 
darkroom and these strange, wonderful hands that could slip into the photographs, rearranging 
everything on whim like a child's dollhouse. Sewing up a smile here, nudging shoes a step to 
the left there, and arching her back this way or an arm to more delectable angles; all of it my 
art, my work, my talent. 

The images of landscapes and still life leave me awash in nothing but textures and 
easily crushed vegetation. But with the people, with people, I sculpt, mould, and fashion the 
actors of each shot howsoever I pleased. I blackened their eyes and broke their noses, I 
created aberrant faces that never existed; reached through the infinite flatness, the flimsy 
sheen and wrought havoc in homage to a world of aesthetic fantasies. 

My fingers would be raw and cracked at the end of a day, too much time in chemical 
baths, delving into two-dimensional spaces when reality would restrict me to three. It had 
become second-nature, despite my inability to see. But for me - to touch was to see, to feel, to 
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make beautiful; to eviscerate was to live. 

Now if everyone could see what I could see at this very moment: my gored fingers 
plunged deep through pliant, despoiled, and flaming muscle as my face blazed, churning with 
blood. I wrenched the foreign hand away from my side, snapping out chords of flesh in haste. 
They dangled wet and pathetic, protruding seamlessly from the skin as my cheek sagged and 
oozed into a bloodhound frown.

Somewhere nearby, I heard a camera go off 

 Sunday’s Discovery
By Lukas M

On Sundays, I like to go watch the sunrise at my special place. That special place is 
the Waywise Beach, and I sit to the east of the beach near the rocks, fishing all the while. It's 
not like I ever catch anything, however. But it doesn't matter. To me, it’s all about the solitude. 
It’s a break from my typically boring and uneventful life. If I was a religious-type, I suppose I 
could compare it to church, like everybody else does. Not to say I don't believe in a god, it's 
just that I don't care that much. And at least while everybody else is at church, it stops me 
from getting caught. The "NO FISHING" sign has been there for as long as I can remember. 
I’ve also ignored it for as long as I can remember.

            On one particular day when I was going on with this ‘ritual’ and since the water was at 
fairly low levels at the time, I saw a hand lying nearby the rocks. When I examined closer, I 
found that it was haphazardly covered with seaweed and algae, and also that it was connected 
to a dead body. The body was a man in his late 40s, with a heavy white moustache along with 
short and well-kept hair that contrasted with the facial hair. His eyes were closed, but he did 
not look peaceful. The skin was incredibly pale and cold to the touch. He was wearing a 
massive brown trench coat, along with a black top hat, black pants and a white buttoned-up 
shirt. Upon impulse, I checked the coat and when opening it up I saw the knife that had 
obviously led to this man’s death; it was still stuck into his heart regions. The blade was 
stained red from the blood and it made an unpleasant sound as I removed it.

            Then I looked up, towards the top of the cliff where the roads are. I could have sworn I 
had heard something; but it could have just been the sounds of the wind or of the ocean. I felt 
slightly paranoid and was quite afraid of being found here. However, my mind was quickly 
put back at reasonable ease after remembering that I probably still had an hour at the 
minimum to be here; everybody was still at church. So I searched further. In the man’s pocket 
I found a driver’s licence. That licence belonged to one Fredrik LaSilva. The picture looked 
similar, but still quite different from the body before him. The driver’s licence picture had 
brown hair, whereas the body’s hair was greying, and there was no facial hair in the image.

            It made me wonder what did this man did to get stabbed. He seemed like a nice guy. 
The photo on the driver’s licence depicted a smiling and happy person, undeserving of his 
fate. My mind was quickly changed, however, upon the next discovery.

            As I checked the other side of his coat, I found something else. A pistol; concealed in 
one of the pockets and tied to the inside of the coat. I don’t know much about weapons, but I 
knew it was an old revolver judging by what I’ve seen in movies. Somehow I managed to get 
the chamber undone and saw that the gun had five bullets in it, out of the maximum six. Then 
I came to the realisation that this man had probably shot somebody, and then that perhaps he 
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wasn’t so innocent after all.

            “What are you doing?” asked a slightly annoyed voice in the distance, interrupting my 
thoughts. I froze after my head shot up, and I looked at the figure. It was a man in his late 20s. 
He had a lit cigarette in his mouth. His eyes were concealed behind expensive sunglasses, and 
since I could not accurately judge his expression, I was intimidated. He walked closer and 
closer, until he was right next to me, staring at the body.

            “Huh,” he said, “So you found his body.” He looked over the ocean, and flicked away 
his cigarette. “I should have known this place would be a bad spot to hide him. Until, of 
course, I return to dispose of him properly.”

            He removed his sunglasses, revealing his dark eyes as he turned his gaze towards me, 
“Say, aren’t you that fellow who works at the bakery? I went there for my daughter’s cake. 
Her 5th birthday. What a memory it was.” I nodded, and he then looked at the body. “But he… 
he liked to ruin things for me. My perfect family with my newly-wed wife. I had to go on 
business during my daughter’s birthday. Do you know how that feels? Her mother having to 
tell her daughter that daddy couldn’t be there because of work? It’s a horrible feeling.”

            He sighed, and leaned down. “A feeling which won’t have to be there anymore. I’ve 
left that behind now. I can see her whenever I want. Did you know he killed my best friend? 
At that bar?” Then suddenly, I recalled a newspaper article I read two days ago, of a shooting 
at a tavern. It said the killer had escaped, and no one besides the victim saw the face, or at 
least could identify it.

            “I think you remember. It was in all the papers. Everybody heard of it. Nobody knew 
who the killer could possibly be. Of course, I knew. But I couldn’t go blabbing to the police, 
now could I? No…” He stood up. “No, I couldn’t. So I took it into my own hands. And now 
you see the body.”

            It was at this point that I realised I was still holding the gun. It was hidden under the 
coat. Perhaps the other man never saw it.

            “Anyway, nice story, wasn’t it?” He pulled a strained and slightly frightening smile. 
“Life is full of pleasantries. And so is death. At least… death doesn’t have troubles associated 
with it. No pressures, no.” The man’s phone began ringing a generic tune. He picked it up 
quickly.

            “Yes?” he asked the phone, “No, no problems here. I’m on schedule. Listen, this is the 
last thing, alright? I’m not doing this sort of thing anymore. Yes, I’ve thought about it. 
Whatever. I’ll get back to you.” He hung up and put it away. “As I saying, you may feel a 
little odd about this whole… well, thing. I think the best option is clear, really. You should 
probably forget this whole thing ever happened. I want a good, clean finish to this whole 
thing. Maybe,” he said, turning towards the body, “Maybe this is the last life to be lost to it.”

            I considered it for a moment. Should I just listen to him? Or should I just disobey him? 
Could he be trusted?

            “What if I refuse?” I dared asked.

            “If you refuse,” he repeating, leaning closer, “I’ll kill you. I don’t want to, but I’ll have 
to. If you weren’t here in the first place, I’d probably have this body floating in the ocean, 
deep down by now. But I’m merciful. You know I’m a human being. This whole thing doesn’t 
excite me either, you realise. The less deaths, the better.”

            “I suppose,” I replied quickly.

            “Good, good. You know, why weren’t you at church? You’re a good guy, aren’t you? 
You know what‘s right. And you’re all the better for it. I’m glad this whole thing is out of the 
way.”

            I looked into his eyes. Somehow I got this feeling… I didn’t know what it was at the 
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time. It could have confusion or mistrust. I grasped the hilt of the gun firmer.

            “And I’m glad,” he said, “That nobody else will have to die.”

            As I revealed the gun, his eyes widened. “What? What are you-?”

            I pulled the trigger. The sound of the gunshot rang out loudly as blood came swiftly 
from his head and he fell to the ground. I stood up, and noticed that his eyes were still as wide 
as they were before I shot him.

            I placed the gun within the hands of Fredrik; making it appear as though he grasped it, 
and replaced the knife in his heart. I also took some water from the ocean and dropped it all 
over them. Afterwards I placed the driver licence back in his coat.

            I walked away; knowing full well that ocean will take them when it arises.

The Buzz
By Fuzzy Slippers

Near sunrise. Knock, knock, knock, knock, knock, knock. Can’t remember, was it six or 
seven knocks? It doesn’t matter; it has to be him. ‘Co- Come in.’ The door swings open. He 
enters. Diffidence and shame prevents me from looking up, so I stare at his feet. He’s shod in 
beige boots with tints of white. He wears his blue jeans tucked into his boots at the shins. A 
yellow and black flannel shirt tightly fits his stocky upper-body. He is wearing a veiled mask! 
Is it for fencing? It looks too big. What the hell is it for? He lifts his hands to remove the 
mask, placing it between his right arm and abdomen. A small white mane specked with twigs, 
leaves, and dirt serves as his beard. He opens his mouth to speak.

 

‘Bees! Where are the bees? Buzzzz.’ Are they in here? Where are they? I think they’re  
hiding in here. Their pheromones lead me here. I am part of their colony. I am, I am, I am.  
He- he is not in the colony; I can smell it. He is not.  ‘Buzzzz!’
 

His beard rubs against my cheek. He is sniffing me. I step back and rebound from my 
initial consternation. The mask, I realize, is for beekeeping. ‘Are you-?’ Gulp. I swallow the 
fear. ‘Are you? When I called Mr. Bolton he told me he was sending … Andrew? Yes, 
Andrew. To clean up the mess. Are you him?’ He darts his eyes right to mine and mumbles.

 

‘Andrew, Andrew, Andrewww, ewww …’ What’s my name? Do bees have names? ‘Not  
Andrew, it’s Abibilu.’
 

‘Ablu? How do you spell it?’

‘ABIBILU! It’s A – buzz, BI – buzz, BI – buzz, LU – buzz. Abibilu’
‘Ok. Abibilu. What kind of name is that?’

‘It’s bee – buzz’
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‘Well, Abibilu, Mr. Bolton told me that you could clean up the – the mess.’ He lifts the 
seats of the couch looking for something. The seat lands on his beard. He pulls it out and falls 
on his ass. He begins crawling the opposite way. He passes right over my foot and sniffs it. 
‘I’m sure he told you about my … accident.’ He crawls into my chimney, beige boots planted 
on the ground, and I hear an echoed reply:

 

‘Where are you- ou? Buzz-zz!’
‘If you are looking for the car, it’s parked in the garage. There’s a white tarp over it.’ 

I’m beginning to question this man’s competence. But maybe you’ve got to be a little off if 
you do this kind of stuff. ‘Are you looking for something in particular?’ Along with a caravan 
of smoke, he lunges down the chimney with more souvenirs for his beard, the spitting image 
of often used broom fibers.‘Do you need something for the job?’

 

‘Honey! Buzz!’ Bee’s job is to make honey. I need honey to take it to Queen. ‘Give me 
honey!’ I must dance, I must find the colony, I must make honey, I must honey. Queen needs  
me. Ho-‘Ney, buzz!’ Scent, I’ve picked up the scent!
 

Indulge him. It must be some kind of test. Obey my authority, trust me, I know what 
I’m doing –eccentric kind of bullshit. Just indulge him, so he can get rid of the evidence. Is it 
right that I don’t get caught? I walk to the cabinet in the kitchen while Abibilu dances. He’s 
dancing in zigzag circles – he’s not very good at dancing. The jar of honey is still sticky from 
its last use. Why can’t they make a container for this thing that guarantees it won’t drip down 
the side? Sticky hands, damn sticky hands! Should I wash them?

 

I see it! Oh, he has it, it can’t be – the honey! The queen will be so elated! So elated!  
Wait Wait Wait! Where did he get the honey? You don’t think – he – he captured the bees.  
Does he have the bees? I’m watching you. But for now just give me the honey. ‘Thank you,  
buzz!’
 

I watch, but he is not bothered by the stickiness of the jar as he opens it. I can be petty. 
In fact it was because I wanted to listen to my song on that damn other CD, why don’t I have 
a six CD changer or an MP3 audio input for my car? No longer taken aghast by the honey, 
Abibilu lifts the jar up. As the honey starts to pour out of the jar, he tilts his head up. Honey 
pouring in folds blankets his face. His look is orgasmic. I stare and this creature is all that I 
see. He is large but far away, like tracking a bird flying only to notice an intersecting plane 
further away but still large in the sky. 

 

Hooooonneeeeeeeyy. Ahhhhhhhh-‘Aaaaaahhhhhh.’
 

It will soon be day; the charade needs to end. We have to get rid of the evidence. I get 
it you’re a bee keeper or something, the bees are gone. But Abibilu do you not think that this 
has gone too far? Who cares about the bees for god’s sake? You were sent here because I’m in 
need!’  My words physically hurt him. He convulses on the ground like an 8-year-old child, 
hand on his abdomen and body on the floor rolling, left to right, to left, to right, back and 
forth, forth and back … How does that ease the pain? 

 

Not like bees, not like me! I am the bee! He hates the bee! How not like bees! This is  
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inhuman, this is very unbee. Haha unbeeeecoming. 
 

‘I’m sorry, I’m sorry - I do care about the bees. I love bees.’ He darts up and, except 
for the honey wildly smeared on the floor, you wouldn’t have evidence he was in such a 
tantrum. ‘In fact I think I heard somewhere that cell phones could be causing the bee 
problem.’ I pull out my cell phone and wave it in the air. ‘So all of us, especially me, could 
unknowingly be at fault. Isn’t that ironic?’ He stares at me and I think he is crying honey 
tears, viscosity accompanying sorrow.

 

At fault, he’s at fault. ‘I need a knife, a large knife to complete the job.’

 

Now we are getting somewhere. ‘One knife, coming right up.’ I hurry, compelled by 
the first glimpse of sanity Abibilu has offered.

 

To bee or not to bee, that is the question. Buzz.
 

I bring the knife to him and notice that the sun is rising. He looks at it and mumbles. 
Uh-oh. Was that Shakespeare? What is he doing? He is taking the knife and … what did he 
do? He fitted the knife so that it has become a stinger. This man is no clean-up man, no 
beekeeper. He is a demon looking for sweet recompense. He dives at me, tackling me to the 
ground.

I am the bee. The bee is me. I want to mate with the Queen. Avenge the Queen! Avenge  
the Bees!

I cannot move; I am pinned down. He lifts his ass and plants it on my chest inserting 
the knife into my heart. I will be dead soon. It’s poetic. I killed, I will die, he killed, he will 
die. When a bee stings, it dies. I comfort myself knowing that he will die.

Knock, knock, knock, knock, knock, knock, knock. ‘This is not natural.’
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The Tea House 
By R. M. Silva

Kobe, March 1867,

 The tea house smelled of honey with goji leaves and the steam coming from the 
kettles added a warm breeze in the air. The people there were all dressed traditionally, and still 
maintained their customary formalities. They were progenitors of the violence outside, and 
still completely oblivious to its consequences. I was able to view this all through the shadows 
of a sliding door, and missed nothing. The material of talk was rehearsed, and it was laborious 
on the ears, for one had heard a dozen times before. This was all the fault of the local samurai 
and lords, but they were too pampered to even notice the consequences of their actions. I 
created a bit of a draft after I slid the door open, and caused some of the room's steam to 
dissipate. This did not go unnoticed, but it was not a cause of reaction for any of the men 
there. The women there gave off a sense of distrust, and I was able to pick up on this very 
easily. It was because I was dressed in Western style clothing and they were dressed in their 
traditional garb. I was a pariah and had no place here. This was not a very large concern of 
mine however, because I did not plan on staying for very long. Turning my head to the corner 
of the room, I smiled at one of the women who I supposed would wait on me. She nodded 
meekly, and I approached a vacant table. I sat down and awaited the reaction from the subtly 
annoyed patronage. It was not as severe as I had expected, so I relaxed a bit. The woman 
came back after a short time, and served me some of the house tea. I did not drink it 
immediately, and I let it steam for a bit. I pulled out a cigarette and my matchbox, and then 
proceeded to light the fag. As it sat in my mouth I then noticed that my situation was truly 
different. The smoke emanating from the tobacco and the tea steam fought like opposing 
forces. At first they mingled, and then took their respective places in a battlefield for airspace. 
The cigarette smoke was the newcomer, abrasive and odoriferous, while the tea steam was the 
old regime, the local lord over the house's dominion. I smoked more, and more smoke entered 
the fight. It was over very soon as the heavy soot displaced the genteel steam. It was at that 
time that another sliding door opened and the local samurai lord stepped into the tea room. He 
was complaining about the smell. and it was brought to his attention that I was the prime 
mover of the smoke. He began to approach me. and I rested my hand on my gun holster. The 
lord stood at a distance and called out to me. He asked me to stop smoking, and I refused. 
Upon this, he unsheathed his sword, and I pulled out my revolver. He realized the stupidity of 
the move. and almost backed down in sight of the six bullets that would inevitably take his 
life. His two minions burst forth with swords drawn and I pulled the trigger. The local lord's 
chest erupted with blood, and the two minions broke off to aid their fallen leader. The whole 
tea party began to dissipate and a certain scent and smoke drifted into the air again. Blood, 
gunpowder, tobacco, and pandemonium all wafted in the air and I began to soak them all in 
via my newly expanded nostrils. It was then I realized that I could no longer smell the tea and 
shed the tears of my childhood days.
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Tombstone Blues,Part II:
Mr. Scratch Changes Brands

By HowToKill/x/
 

The road back was lighting up when they drove through the ruins of Gary and the 
cauliflower dawn made all of them weary. Wilson started to talk to stay awake.

"What did Nitti say about Capone? Did he say anything about Capone?"

Scratch rubbed his eyes in the passenger seat and looked out the window.

"Said nothing."

"What's that mean? I mean, why didn't you meet with Capone?"

"Even before the Emergency you never met with Capone."

Dylan spoke up. "I heard he has syphilis. You know what that does to a man."

Wilson cast a glance to Scratch who revealed nothing. The noise of the wheels 
trundling over rubble and corpses and detritus filled the void until Scratch reluctantly nodded.

"Yeah. He does."

Wilson laughed. "So while all of us were worried about Capone's long arm, we 
should've been fretting about his other appendage. That's rich."

Scratch shrugged, unfolded the map in his lap and started going over it.

They knew something was up when they pulled up to the outskirts of the city and the 
tram cars had been run open. They could hear the gunfire from way off, but Scratch had made 
no indication of alarm and so the gang sat tight, puzzling over the gratuitous plinking. Then 
Scratch sat up suddenly and his arm went to the wheel and he said, "Stop," and Wilson did 
and Scratch blew out of the passenger door and was in the trunk in a hurry and lifting out 
guns and standing them up. The gang followed.

There were at least a hundred ghouls stumbling into the city, shuffling patiently like 
opera-goers through the bottlenecks the opened trams made. The man in the policeman's outfit 
was slumped out of one of the windows, his arms flaccid and pointed to the ground.

Scratch recharged the magazine on his .45 and pocketed it in his coat. Then he picked 
up the Springfield and handed it to Wilson and took two of the scatterguns and gave them to 
Dylan and Dorsey in turn and, stepping up on the bumper to lean in, he lifted up out the 
tommy gun and pulled up a sling bag from the well of the trunk with it.

He pulled back on the lever and chambered the first slug and dropped a couple extra 
drums into the sling bag. Then, with the tommy gun braced casually on his hip, his right leg 
cocked up on the bumper, he looked out at the city-made-trough.

"Are you fucking serious?" Dorsey whined, his eyes gaping.

"We need the gas," Scratch said, and bit his lip, thinking. Then he reached into the 
trunk, tossed out Moynihan's head and finger, muttering, "Won't need these."

He stepped off the car and started walking forward before he turned suddenly and l
ooked at Wilson. "You've still got the keys, right?"

Wilson jiggled them in front of his face, smiling.
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"Alright, alright," Scratch said, and they started forward. 

 

They had a slow time of it. They waited for the shambling crowd to press into the city 
before following warily. None of them turned around or made any indication they noticed 
them. They came through the trams and Scratch waved his gang in and they went through, 
searching through but coming up empty. They cleared out and kept going in. 

The decomposed and desiccated in front of them kept plodding onward, moans singing 
out like a devotional choir. They turned a corner and found the ghouls bottlenecked and being 
picked off, one by one, by a skillful but outnumbered cadre of sharpshooters. They had 
appropriated a fence and Stacked up against a clutch of pavement slabs. They were firing 
from on top of the slabs, a man with a whistle, paced back and forth on the barricade, 
occasionally turning his pistol on a ghoul reaching up. All told they were seven or eight feet 
off the ground, making short work of the mess.  The crack of rifle fire, tapping relentlessly, 
was starting to thin out the hungry dead.

"Things are looking up," Dylan said, and then screamed.

Scratch turned and started in a panic. There were a dozen of them, groaning, covered 
in dirt and dried blood. Naked in the street, in between the devil and the deep blue sea, 
Scratch's left hand found the foregrip on the Chicago typewriter and he started firing.

The closest two were obviously okies of some kind, their skin yellowing and 
leathered. One wore a set of overalls and scant else, the other's tie and dress shirt were 
pockmarked with holes. Scratch shot the first one in the head and chest, and didn't stop firing 
as he swung the gun to face the next one. Beside him Dorsey was struggling to reclaim his 
shotgun from the clutches of a preteen girl whose polkadot dress was torn salaciously. Scratch 
felt better after plugging her with two rounds to the face. Her grip tightened and she fell back 
with the shotgun. Scratch backed up, still firing, then reached into his pocket and winged his .
45 to Dorsey.

"Fuck me dead," Wilson muttered, dropping three but missing wide on another and 
only managing to stagger the thing, pomaded hair now gelatinous and gooey, it took the round 
into the shoulder and didn't spin nearly far enough to give Wilson time. Dylan blew its head 
apart with the scattergun and kept firing. Bullets littered the ground; Wilson stepped sideways 
to avoid a lunging ghoul when his foot landed on .45 shells, and he slipped awkwardly.

Down on the ground, scrambling for the rifle, he looked up to see it- jaw shattered by 
an anonymous blow and set so askew it seemed to be grinning at him, sunken eyes, the 
hideous stench of the thing overcoming him and his hands unable to find the rifle- when 
Dorsey kicked it in the side. There was a palpable crunch and the thing split in two, the torso 
dropping just beside Wilson, the arms still struggling to find him and eat.

He found the rifle, lifted up the butt, and beat its skull into the city street until its 
brains were pulpy and running out like eggs.

They were done with the ones in front of them, but their other newfound friends.were 
beginning to self-divide in two behind them. Half the group continued to stumble into the 
barricade and the withering gunfire, the other wheeled around reluctantly to claim the 
lowhanging fruit that was Scratch's gang.

"Up, up," Scratch said, linking arms with Wilson and pulling him to his feet before 
going back to shooting. He stopped aiming for the head and started to spray at that height, and 
four, five, six heads popped open like over ripe fruit, and their owners dropped and fell away 
into the crowd. Dylan was walking forward, pumping shells out, firing point blank and then 
turning the gun on his next target. He was six feet deep into the crowd, shooting his way 
through it, when he ran dry.

He said nothing, just started to back up warily, reaching frantically into his coat pocket 
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to chamber more shells. Meanwhile, the lingering dead closed ranks around him.

 

Wilson started to pummel his way in when his rifle ran out. He reached into his boot 
and affixed a bayonet and went man to man, slipping the point expertly into the eyesocket of a 
luckless corpse. Scratch was forced to start picking his targets more carefully, slowing the rate 
at which he dropped them. Dorsey's .45 chattered and the noise barely concealed his furtive, 
outloud praying, when they cleared through and found Dylan on the ground swinging his 
shotgun like a cudgel at the knees of the standing dead. He was knocking them down and then 
kicking them astride, too spry to be grasped from above. He swung and struck Scratch in the 
shin, who dropped down, swore, and started laughing.

"You fucking mug," Dylan said. "You look just like one of them."

"I'm flattered," Scratch said.

They stood up and dusted themselves off, unscathed to a man, but there was a sudden 
calamity and they spun to watch the wooden barricade fall away, and the unevenly stacked 
paving slabs to start to waver and fall apart, throwing up dust as they slammed into the street. 
The sharpshooters screamed and the man with the whistle was pulled down by the ankle into a 
crowd of dead and Scratch watched as one took a strong bite right out of the man's cheek. The 
man screamed and the taut muscles in his jaw stood out in stark relief, suddenly exposed to 
the open air. Removed 'and' There was a renewed chorus of groans behind them, far enough 
off not to pose an immediate threat, but present and dangerous. 

Scratch dropped into a squat, dropping the drum of his gun and fixing another in, 
sliding the bolt back to load the next .45 slug. Removed 'then' He turned over a bloated, 
stinking dead man and plucked the fedora off his head. He put it on his own- it was 
surprisingly crisp and still had much the backbone a good fedora should- and stood back up.

He waved them forward, and the gunfire started again.

 

They found twenty stacked barrels on a side street a few minutes later. Scratch 
unscrewed the cap on one and smelled it, came up grinning. He tightened the cap on it, and 
knocked two on their sides. He gestured to Dorsey and Dylan.

"You and you are on barrel detail." In what city can you find barrels of fuel lying in 
the street?

They exchanged bratty looks but got down to it. Dylan slung his shotgun over his 
shoulder and Dorsey pocketed the pistol. They started by setting the barrels on their sides 
after a short discussion on how best to move them, and rolled them slowly in front of them, 
kicking them forward every so and so, walking them on their edges around piles of rubble or 
mangled undead. They did their fair share of bitching.

"I feel like this is something I should get paid for," Dylan sneered.

"You're alive, aren't you?" 

"Well," he grunted, rolling the thing awkwardly when they came to the destroyed 
barricade, "sure, boss. But what kind of life am I leading, I mean?"

Scratch shook his head, rolled his eyes.

"I wonder where everyone else is," Wilson said. "I mean, you'd have expected them to 
put up more of a.. of a.."

"Spirited defense," whinnied Dorsey, wheeling a barrel, hunched over.

"Right. A spirited defense, like."

"Why do we need two of these?" wondered Dylan. "We can't fit one of these in the 
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fucking trunk. So why do we need two?"

"Oh, he's a philosopher now," Scratch said, slapping the back of his head. "All will be 
revealed."

"I mean, there were a lot of guys on that tram, but when we went by just now it was 
like all of them were gone. What is that?"

They came to a destroyed grocer. The black marks of a recent fire scraped along the 
brick storefront. Scratch waved them to stop and walked in.

He walked through the shelves, stocked with yellowing paper boxes and threadbare 
sacks, knocking over candy bars, bottles of cola to have them shatter on the ground in front of 
him. Walking over the crunching glass, shifting the heavy Thompson from one arm to the 
other, he lingered, trying to feel out the store. 

He found what he was looking for in the back, but spent some time policing up the rest 
of what he was looking for. He came out of the store with a sack of potatoes slung over his 
shoulder, wearing a wry smile. There were mingled cheers from the group, the kind of 
gracious hectoring that comes with very real hunger. Scratch dropped the sack down and went 
back in, ending the celebration abruptly. He came out hefting a scarred red wheelbarrow with 
the Tommy gun and some full cola bottles rolling around inside. He set it down, put the 
potatoes in, and set the gun on top of it all, and started wheeling it forward.

Wilson and Dorsey both expressed astonishment when they came out to the tram 
barricade and found not a ghoul there.

"Not a barebones in sight and neither is Nitti," Dorsey said, standing up the barrels. 
Scratch waved them to stop again and quickly vanished.

"Maybe they're all barricaded up somewhere deep in the city," Wilson volunteered.

"Yeah, okay. I got that but then why no ghouls here anymore? And why that barricade 
out in the middle of the street and nothing past it?"

"Suiciders," Wilson shrugged, getting anxious. He unlatched the bolt on the 
Springfield and caught the spare shell, pocketing it, before loading another stripper clip in. He 
stood there like a country gentleman, the rifle hanging in the crook of his folded arm.

"Looks like it's gonna rain," Dylan said.

 

There was a loud sputtering noise, and then a roar far off somewhere to their right. 
They drew up their guns and said nothing as the noise grew closer and closer. A big Dodge 
flatbed pulled into view and Wilson drew a bead on the cab before starting to laugh.

It was Scratch, waving out the window with his off-hand, smiling like a clam, 
wrangling the wheel as the truck bobbed and weaved around potholes and rubble piles. He 
pulled up astride them.

"Put everything in the back," he said, and then dropped the thing in park. They went 
over to the nearby One-Twenty and unloaded everything in the trunk and cab, piling it up 
messily in the flatbed. Scratch got back into the cab, opened the door and motioned for 
Dorsey to hop up. Then Scratch scooted over, picked up the gun on his seat. He drew back the 
action on the gun, pulled out the drum of ammo, and slipped it under his feet in the cab.

As the other two came round he spoke up.

"I forgot to mention, there's only room for three in here."

Wilson didn't hesitate to pull himself up and in, clamoring over Scratch's legs and 
dropping in between him and Dorsey. Dylan swore. Petulantly he started to pump out the 
shells in his shotgun.
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"Keep it. Might need it back there," Scratch said, closing the door with a bang in 
Dylan's face. Wilson snickered, watching as Dylan lifted himself into the flatbed, closing up 
the back and locking the pins by himself, complaining. Dylan scooted back into a corner 
closest to the cab and they started driving.

"Where to?" 

Scratch unfolded the map and handed it over to Dorsey. At some point unseen to all of 
them he had marked out their route. The ink took them back the way they came through 
Indiana but jutted south into Kentucky and ended in Tennessee. The gang had long since 
learned not to question Scratch's mysterious intuitions on where to go next. Dylan waved 
goodbye to the old Packard. 

They were pulling out when Wilson spoke up.

"So- where was everybody?"

"On the lake," Scratch said, like it was the most obvious thing in the world. No one 
asked how he knew this. The three words sparked considerable debate with Dylan shouting up 
from the flatbed on how long a group of people could wait out the hungry dead ashore. 
Wilson noted he had never seen a ghoul drop dead from hunger, proposing that Nitti's people 
were fucked from the outset.

"Could be, but maybe they never ran out of food cos' most people nowadays are too 
dumb to live," Dorsey said.

"One thing I've always wondered is how come they never eat each other, right?" Dylan 
hollered from the flatbed. No one said anything.

A thunderclap announced the rain, and it came down in thick waves. Scratch and 
Dorsey rolled up their windows as Dylan began a fresh round of bitching. The sky had almost 
totally darkened, but light still broke through occasionally, painting much of the road ahead of 
them in hazy sunshine. The sibilant falling of the rain drummed gently into the top of the cab, 
beating out a tinny lullaby. Mr. Scratch tilted the fedora down over his eyes, crossed his arms, 
and slouched down to sleep.
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Wat
By Joe Brown

            Duck was about to sit down and enjoy a nice freeze-dried liquid turkey dinner when 
the captain called him over his voice communicator. He regretted not turning the damn thing 
off.

            “Looks like a nest of fleshworms have popped up down in the medical bay-”

            “I'm on lunch.”

            The captain continued on.

            “We've locked the place down and need someone to get rid of it.”

            “I'm on lunch.”

            “Security Captain Marx will meet you at Airlock 7B with appropriate equipment.”

            “Wait, airlock 7B? Why the airlock?”

            “Yes, you'll have to enter the medical bay through the service entrance on the hull 
since we've locked down all other entrances as per galactic naval protocol.”

            Duck sighed and walked over to his locker where his space suit was.  It was heavy, but 
considerably less bulky than the suits used when mankind first went to space. On the back of 
his helmet was written “Prisoner #43A62W77U” to let his superiors know that he was 
expendable.  

            Duck had been sentenced to hard labor on the galactic frontier after shooting two men 
during a bad gamble.  He didn't know where he was in the big vast universe or how far he was 
from Earth and his wife and kids.  He had only been greeted aboard the pioneer vessel 
Abraham Lincoln by a man from processing who told him, “If you had any loved ones or 
friends on Earth, they are probably dead by now.”

            The whole ship was in an uproar over the fleshworm infestation.  Security guards had 
put on their extra armor and were now armed with flamethrowers and pulse rifles, and 
everyone from the medical bay was being scanned to make sure they didn't have any eggs in 
them. According to the Galactic Encyclopedia Volume 324: Worms And Wyrms Of Sector 
ZZ322, fleshworms could burrow into the body and plant eggs which would result in 
delirium, manic rage, and the sprouting of additional “sentient” limbs on the human body.

            At Airlock 7B Marx and two other men were waiting for Duck.  Marx was still in his 
officer's outfit while the two other men, like Duck, were dressed in their space suits.  Duck 
didn't recognize them, or their voices. The other men serving labor for crimes rarely saw one 
another.  They were confined to their individual barracks and on the clock all the time for any 
minor repairs that were needed, or dangerous situations dealt with.  The two men greeted 
Duck with muffled voices that barely penetrated their space helmets.  Duck gave them a 
meager wave.

            “Now that we're all here,” began Capt. Marx, a dark skinned man with a face adorned 
with scars where the insectoid Karaag had nearly melted it off with their lava rifles, “I'll give 
you the briefing.  Doctors down in medical found a nest of Type N fleshworms growing on a 
corpse. The nest is still in its chrysalis stage so a good flaming should take care of the 
problem easily.  Each of you will get a flamethrower and a pistol.  I'll input the location of the 
nest on your maps...”

            Duck had no sense of time or place in space, so it felt like it was only yesterday when 
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he first arrived on the Abraham Lincoln.  As such, he always thought about the things on 
Earth he enjoyed.  It felt strange to look down at his feet to see the cold gray lunar steel floors 
of the spaceship.  It felt strange that all his food was liquid and manufactured by a nutrients 
dispenser designed to supplement vital functions in space.  He was given a small window to 
look out but always saw nothing.  Sometimes not even stars or planets.  Often times he would 
see bright glints on the horizons, perhaps distant suns or quasars, but he knew that by the time 
the ship would reach that light, it would be long gone. Missed by several billion years.

            “Okay then, so we're clear on this operation?” Marx grunted at Duck, who he could 
tell was day dreaming. “We'll commence now.  After completion, report immediately to 
security station 7L for medical scanning.  Good luck, men.”

            Marx exited the room.  The overhead lights went dead, replaced with a dim red glow.  
There was a terrible screeching hiss that started out loud but slowly dimmed until it had 
completely vanished.  Decompression.  Duck could feel the zero gravity.  Sound ceased and 
only his breathing could be heard inside of his helmet.  The opposite door slowly opened, 
revealing a great dark nothing. The three men walked out with footsteps drained silent in the 
great vacuum.  

            Duck trailed behind the two men. On the helmet of the man in front of him he saw 
written, “Prisoner #32Z54Y06D.” He couldn't see the other men. Over the communication 
line came faint singing.

            “I can't get no satisfaction and I try and I try and I try.”

            Duck didn't ask the names of the two men, and they didn't ask for his either. It didn't 
really matter. In the soundless void an asteroid could smash one of them and they wouldn't 
even know it. Or a Tarsus, a huge bat-like creature that glided on celestial ether, could swoop 
down and devour one of them like a fish out of water. Any number of things could happen 
outside of that ship.

            Mankind hadn't been met with friendliness upon leaving the comfortable threshold of 
the Milky Way. Space whales the size of Uranus devoured entire fleets on their eternity long 
journey from one side of the universe to the other. Skin melting viruses devastated 
expeditions. Wars were fought like the War of Glerkonian Aggression, the First Zurgon War, 
the Second Zurgon War, the Third Zurgon War, the Neutron War of Planet Volta-7, and the 
Golgamech Conflict, but humans persevered and made their way across the galaxies, reaping 
and raping as the heroes of old did in the Manifest Destiny.

            After a while though, experts agreed that perhaps it wasn't wise to send Earth's 
brightest and bravest to their cosmic deaths at the hands of sentient suns and asteroid 
monsters. So space exploration was taken over by Earth's abundant supply of prisoners and 
misfits. Frontier vessels were outfitted with prisoners, unremarkable captains and officers, 
failed or illegal doctors. They were cheap, plentiful labor who would not turn down one last 
chance for glory. No one aboard vessels like the Abraham Lincoln would ever see Earth again. 
And if they did return, what for? Thousands of years would have passed. What little they had 
on Earth would have turned to dust. So they could only go blindly forward.

            Yes, in the far future of advanced technology and space travel, the basic human 
question had yet to be answered. Humans met other races who, like them, possessed no 
knowledge beyond their assumptions and theories. Some believed in gods, some believed in 
science, the Balkonians on planet Zephyr-12 believed that the universe was simply a massive 
egg underneath a colossal bird.

            Wherever the universe would take them, humanity would keep going forward. Unless 
the universe was round like Earth, in which case they'd been running around in circles.

            Duck looked off into the distance and saw a planet moving closer. Slowly but surely, 
closer. It looked small, blue, and fragile like a tiny drop of rain. It could be blue because the 
atmosphere is full of toxic gases, or blue because it was completely frozen and inhabited by 
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man-eating ice people, or entirely made of water and home to continent sized sea monsters. 
The universe was inhabited by many dangerous things. But regardless, the ship would move 

forward, and Duck knew that he would be visiting the planet soon enough.

What Went Unsaid
By Bulknowt

(I never said I hated you.)

I’m sitting there, placid and far, far away, as you yell at me. You’re really going off, 
really giving it to me this time. “-never do anything! What do you do?” (“I am sorry for 
whatever whoever did,”) and the blood in your face seethes as I say this, but no one ever says 
what they want to. What I wanted to, or meant to say, was: “Shush darling, we’re being 
foolish. I’m sorry. I love you,” but those words only exist in my mind, and they are spoken in 
a voice much more human than my own. “-even listening to me? Bastard!” My voice is dull 
and strained from work (“What name please? Location?–tap-tap-tap-May I connect you? 
What name please?”), where I say so many words in one day yet never really say anything at 
all. (“Baby, babe, bub, c’mon.”) You shaved your hair off and I didn’t raise a single protest, 
but maybe you wanted me to. “You fucking dolt! You look like shit! My God! Get naked right 
now! Now! Now!” (Sounds of frenzied love-making and shrill orgasms). People rarely say 
what you expect (want) them to. Snapshot from my childhood: “My son, what do you want to 
be when you’re older?” “Either a spy or a writer.” “That’s beyond ridiculous, next time, say 
doctor,” the Lesson: There is always a right answer, even when it’s wrong. 

“You don’t put any effort or energy into anything!” / (“I hate myself when you’re sad. 
Aren’t I enough to make you happy?”)

“Routine baby, I’m just going through a rut, bear with me.” / (“You’re only realizing 
how insubstantial I am. Soon you’ll leave me. It’s my fault but I still love you.”)

“Do you even want me anymore?” You’re thinking about your old friends as you say 
this, the friends you’ve never told me about. They bullied you relentlessly, called you “ugly”, 
“bitch” and “slut”. If I knew this, I would say: But you like who you are now, I know you do. 
Those bullies are just a part of that; they’re a part of you. If it weren’t for them, you would not 
be... I see the pain quivering in your eyes. I see that you’re humiliated but I have no idea why. 
I know that you’re hurting, and I’m young enough to think that this is all about us. 

“I don’t know what I want anymore.” And, of course, there are wrong answers too. 

You’re crying now, curled into a ball of grotesque limbs. Your face is covered by your 
hair, a featureless, shrieking ball. I really don’t know what I want, it changes daily. There are 
times when we’re in bed together and I think young love is the most beautiful thing. Other 
times I want to find a pistol, load it, and shoot myself in the face. Sometimes I say this out 
loud when I humiliate myself (-sound of crashing plates-“Jesus Christ! Someone find a gun, 
put six bullets in it and shoot me in the fucking face please!” “Did you hear that?” “Yes, don’t 
laugh, here he comes.” “His face isn’t so bad.”) I mostly wish to be dead when I work. 
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“What name please?” 

Two fat women (one an ageing junky, the other a mother of five young sluts) sit in 
crowded breakout room, gossiping and cramming down pastries. 

“Where did you say that was?”

(“Have you seen what Patty’s wearing today?”) Junky pokes finger into nose, finds 
large prize, excitedly rolls into ball and flicks away, comets into Patty’s hair. 

“How were you spelling that?”

(“-papaya enzyme shower gel, can you believe it!?” “She’s just a feral bush pig.”) 
Mother of Five reaches discreetly down back of skirt, pulls panties out of arse, lifts away the 
lint between her cheeks.

“Sorry, which state was this in?”

(-sound of crashing plates-“Did you hear that?” “His face isn’t so bad.” “Hey, I got a 
way we can teach that Patty slut, got a pen?”) The note I found on my desk read: Don’t shoot 
yet! Your face isn’t so bad. Love, Patty. 

People will always surprise me. Patty was, as I had assumed, a young Catholic woman 
of good moral standing. She had long, black hair. She had deep, black eyes. She wore 
appropriate business-casual clothes. Thus was my assessment of Patty before that moment—

“Please wait whilst I put you on hold.”

—and apparently, she thought I was handsome. 

I spied her figure and felt lust surge through my body. I wasn’t sure if I was good for 
her, but I knew I was already in love, for she accepted me (“...beyond ridiculous...”). I tried to 
focus on my work:

“What name please?”
“The Hotel Rochester, thanks.”(Her hair pressed lightly on her breasts and-)
“Eh? How were you spelling that?”
“H-O-T-E-L R-O-C-H-E-S-T-E-R.” (-she really wore that dress. The way her body 

moved under it as she moved, her pale thighs would be soft-)

“Hello, operator?Are you there?”
“Sorry, which state was this in?”

(-and welcoming to my mouth. Her lips were generous and purple, they would become 
tumescent in excitement as we shared our first, nervous kiss-)

“Oh mate, you can’t be serious. It’s the Hotel Rochester in-“
(-our breathing deep and unsteady, our hands reaching shyly around each other, our tongues 
pressing... I envisioned her breasts, her ass, her pubis and yes, her inevitable vagina-)
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“-on planet Earth! All right? You got that?”
Patty must be on her next break because she leaves her desk and heads towards the staircase. 
This was her way of calling to me. She would wait for me in the stairwell, this was my 
chance. 

“Please wait whilst I put you on hold.”
“On hold? OPERA-”

I threw my headphones to the ground and sprinted towards the staircase, bodies 
tumbling in my wake, others leapt awkwardly out of harm’s way, their coffee spilling through 
the air and landing in pot plants. I yanked the stairwell door open and caught Patty as she was 
midway down. 

“PATTY?” I shrieked, completely out of breath, sweating, eyes rabid with need. She 
seemed more startled than impressed. 

“Yeah?”
“I’m here about the note.”
“What note?”
“The note you left on my desk.”
“What note did I leave on your desk?”

“What note? Good grief woman! The note that said you loved me!” Spittle flew from 
my mouth and freckled her reddening cheeks. 

“Said what?” She whispered as she unconsciously shielded her snatch. 
“Don’t you want to fuck me?!” Always a wrong answer. 
“Ugh?”
“What’s the matter? Didn’t you leave a note on my desk saying that you love me?”
“Oh, ugh. What?” She was noticeably paler now, and she seemed weak on her feet. 
“Did you leave that note for me?”
“Oh Lord no. I did not.”
“Damn! Well, how about it then?”
“How about what?”

“Well, I’m quite lonely and you look very good in that black dress (black panties, 
black pubic hair, dark nipples, oh God!) don’t you want me even a little?”

“Want you how?”
“Christ Almighty! Don’t you want to fuck me? C’mon, quick, I’ve still got a caller on 

the line.” I notice that urine is pressing through the folds of Patty’s fingers, which are 
steadfastly shielding her womanhood from this apparent rapist. People will always surprise 
me. Rejected, I returned to my desk and put my headphones back on. 

“What name please?”
“YOU SONOFABITCH!”
“Say what?”
“How can you treat your customers this way?”
“Oh, right. What was it then? Hotel Rwanda?”
“That’s all moot now. I’ve got a gun and if we ever meet I’m gonna kill you 
motherfucker!”
“Oh really?”
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“Yes!”
“For real?”
“Yes! Yes!”
“Fine! You have my permissions then! Where do you live? What’s your address?!”
“What?”
“Tell me your address because I want to die!”
“You’re touched mate.”
“Yeah I’m fucked mate, the Hotel Rochester then. May I connect you?”
“Yes please.”
“Thank you.”
“Cheers operator...”

When I got to my desk the next day for work there was another note from Patty, 
though the handwriting was completely different. This one read: I’m not sure about yesterday, 
but I do want you. Love, Patty. Surprise, surprise. Several months later, as we lay in bed 
together, you asked me what I wanted out of the entire world and I couldn’t answer because 
all I wanted was in that moment. You thought I was trying to spare you feelings. Neither of us 
knew how the other felt and we just couldn’t admit it. We start to bicker over every little 
thing. One day you come in screaming, and I’m sitting there, placid and far, far away as you 
yell at me. What went unsaid led to this. It may have saved us. But no one ever says what they 
want to.
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The Twelve Bars of The Blues
By W.R.Hayden

 

Oh my love

I have buried you here

Six feet below

The looking glass

Among the soil and spun silk

 

Oh my love

Fuck you

In every hole

You ever dug

Is a flower waiting to bloom

 

My love

Pull meaning

Out of a word

Which has none

I wore your flower on my neck

 

My love

Lie in the garden

Under the twelve bars of the blues

Six strings bind

Two hands

 

Then into

The hole

They

Go.
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 The Path
By Mason

I do not wish disdain on this place

for this place I've traveled well

I've meet many I've loved

and many I've loathed

but This is my parting

This is my leaving

When I stray from this path

I know not where to go 

I travel alone with

memories of those still with you

when I stray away from This path

I hope I will not be forgotten

For I remember you, Road

The woods I head to are strong and stalwart

they are uncleared and unwavered

do not be afraid reader

do not be afraid young student

old teacher, or blossoming youth

do not be afraid of becoming lost

For you cannot become Lost

when you've no place to go
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Untitled
By Mason

The insects that escape from my flesh

fly and buzz about

they crawl from this mesh 

that is my hand and shout

We've traveled here, from another plane

to spread our wealth of knowledge;

to pollinate the minds of those who are destitute

and fill their head with problems

So I glide the across this land of mind

and the look so unsatisfied

and so when the winter came they fell

back into my hive-hands, and cried

From what they saw was enough to make

bee's weep

and to take and break 

the strong and make them weak
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